NVIDIA Names Stephen Neal to Board of Directors
NVIDIA today announced that it has named to its board of directors Stephen C. Neal, a veteran Silicon Valley attorney and corporate advisor.
Neal, age 70, has served as chairman of the law firm Cooley LLP since 2001, as its chief executive from 2001 to 2008, and as a partner since 1995. Previously,
he was a partner at Kirkland & Ellis LLP.
In addition to his extensive experience handling a broad range of litigation matters, Neal has represented and advised numerous corporate boards and individual
directors on governance and other legal issues.
“Steve is an outstanding addition to our board of directors,'' said Jensen Huang, founder and CEO of NVIDIA. “He brings deep knowledge and broad experience
in corporate governance, as well as valuable perspectives gained from decades of advising numerous companies.''
Neal also serves as chairman of the board of directors of Levi Strauss & Co.
He graduated from Harvard University with an A.B. degree and received a J.D. from Stanford Law School.
His appointment expands NVIDIA's board to 12 members.
About NVIDIA
NVIDIA's (NASDAQ: NVDA) invention of the GPU in 1999 sparked the growth of the PC gaming market, redefined modern computer graphics and revolutionized
parallel computing. More recently, GPU deep learning ignited modern AI -- the next era of computing -- with the GPU acting as the brain of computers, robots and
self-driving cars that can perceive and understand the world. More information at http://nvidianews.nvidia.com/.
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